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ABSTRACT           

 The assortment of products that a company offers is one aspect that affects the 

complexity of their supply chain: the greater number of products, the greater the 

complexity. This project aims to measure how reducing the number of products affect the 

multi-compartment fleet size in a construction chemical industry company. The reduction 

of products, called replacement, was done by aggregating the demand of products that 

have similar characteristics but different density and concentration, without affecting the 

revenue. The analysis was performed by running 8 scenarios of a Monte Carlo simulation 

for each of the 11 plants the company operates. The scenarios accounted for seasonality 

by running one scenario for each quarter, and for product reduction by running each 

quarter with and without product replacement. The results obtained show a reduction of 

7.2% in the number of trucks required for the operation. Most of the reduction 

(approximately 90%) is explained by the use of higher density of replacement products, 

which are more concentrated, and the remainder through more efficient loading due to 

reduced complexity with fewer products. A sensitivity analysis was also carried out on 

several parameters, such as average distance per trip and average demand, among 

others. For this problem context, it can be concluded that other factors such as the 

reduction of the average distance per trip or the decrease of the time per stop have a 

greater impact on the reduction of the fleet than the reduction of the number of products 

in the portfolio.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The construction chemical industry in the US is facing a series of challenges that are 

affecting the way in which the business is handled. Price is each day becoming more important: 

once thought of as high-value-added products, construction chemicals are slowly coming to be 

considered as commodities as new competitors offer similar products at reduced prices.  

In parallel, the trucking industry is today constraining most operations in the United States. 

As demand is rising due to America’s economic growth and e-commerce growing at 15% average 

from 2014 to 2018 (eMarketer, n.d.), the availability of truck drivers is not growing. In fact, the 

average truck driver age is over 50 years old, and young people prefer other type of jobs that are 

less demanding and stressful (Black, T. & Haverstock, E., 2018). Particularly for the construction 

chemical business, truck drivers not only need to drive the truck, but they also must be able to 

load the right products into the right tanks and use physical strength to manage the hoses. Due 

to these facts, the sponsor company needs to pay higher salaries than average market and make 

substantial efforts to retain drivers. 

For the construction chemical industry, transportation accounts for approximately 60% of 

total supply chain costs. The shift from high-value-added products, the tight trucking industry, new 

competitors in the market, and the high dependence on transportation costs all challenge the 

companies in the construction chemical industry to optimize their supply chains to minimize costs.  

In order to be able to differentiate in a commodity business, companies need to offer more 

products or reduce selling price, affecting profit. The company sponsoring this capstone project, 

ChemicalCO, wants to understand how it can reduce costs. This project will focus on how the 

product portfolio complexity, represented by the number of SKUs, impact the sponsor’s fleet cost. 

As most of the explained challenges, including the driver-related issues, are affected by the 
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quantity of trucks ChemicalCO needs for its regular operation, this project will analyze the impact 

different scenarios have on the fleet size. 

 

1.2 ChemicalCO 
 

ChemicalCO is a leading construction chemical company operating in the US and other 

countries, but this capstone will focus on United States deliveries only. The company serves more 

than 2,300 customer sites from 11 plants, and offers more than 60 products. Direct customers are 

construction material suppliers for construction companies. Customer sites are defined as the 

place where the customer needs the products in order to be able to use it, generally construction 

or construction material sites. 

ChemicalCO typically installs a few tanks, on average 4, at customers’ sites. Each tank 

stores only one product. The firm delivers construction chemicals in compartmented bulk trucks 

to the tanks at customer sites in two different ways: 

• Customer Requests: The customer sends purchase orders to the company for a desired 

amount (usually in gallons) of each product, specifying when the product will be needed. 

ChemicalCO has the goal of processing the purchase order and delivering within 5 

working days for 90% of the orders. 

• Automatic Requests: Some tanks have an embedded sensor that allows ChemicalCO 

to track how many gallons of space are available in the tank. Once a product reaches a 

pre-determined level, the system releases an automatic order that the company would 

fulfill based on urgency and routing convenience. 

ChemicalCO’s fleet is composed of trucks with 3 to 6 compartments, with most trucks having 

4 compartments. The complexity of delivering the product when needed to ChemicalCO’s owned 

storage tanks at customer’s sites at the lowest possible price is called “inventory routing”; this 

concept will be explained in Section 2.1.3. As fixed truck costs and high driver salaries are 
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ChemicalCO’s greatest concerns, the sponsor focuses on maximizing truck utilization rather than 

minimizing distance covered. This way the company is able to comply with most of the requests 

with a high asset utilization, even if it’s not the optimal solution in terms of distance and cost. 

To add even more complexity, the company has a product portfolio of more than 60 

products, 23 of which could be replaced by others. Although ChemicalCO’s supply chain areas 

have been trying to discontinue some of these products, they have not been able to determine 

the savings that could be achieved by removing products from the portfolio. In contrast, sales 

areas argue that in order for ChemicalCO to differentiate in a commodity business, the company 

needs to affect profit by reducing costs or to offer product variability. For that reason, ChemicalCO 

have been launching 2-3 new product per year, even though they have not been able to determine 

the additional supply chain costs of launching new products either. In addition, since construction 

companies working with the Department of Transportation need approvals in order to change the 

materials, some customers are loyal to the product they already use. 

 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

The lack of truck drivers in the United States, along with the competition offering products 

at lower prices are motivating the sponsor to minimize its transportation costs. The complex 

product portfolio is resulting in suboptimal transportation for deliveries and, although they have 

not been able to prove it, the company suspects that the number of Stock Keeping Units (SKUs) 

has a positive correlation with transportation costs. 

 

1.4 Objective and Scope 

The objective of this capstone project is to understand how complexity, represented by the 

number of SKUs, impact the sponsor’s fleet cost. Such insight would allow the company to 
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determine if new products are worth being released, or if removing specific SKUs would mean 

transportation savings. 

The scope of this capstone project includes analyzing ChemicalCO’s distribution network, 

its policies, and how orders are fulfilled in order to understand the impacts of adding or removing 

SKUs to the truck utilization. 

In order to define the scope of this capstone we started with a simple representation of the 

problem, which is called “Toy Model,” and agreed on the metrics and assumptions that would be 

considered. The Toy Model consisted of a Monte Carlo simulation coded in R, where the objective 

was to ensure that the outcomes behaved as expected. All input data was defined in terms of the 

scenario that was being tested, and the outcomes were analyzed qualitatively. 

Building on a validated Toy Model, the simulation expanded to incorporate more company 

data and address any inaccurate assumptions the code was using. For example, the initial 

simulation model assumed demand for all products followed a normal distribution, and the 

expanded model checked the best fit for the demand for that specific product. The scope of this 

capstone project was then finalized to include sensitivity analysis of different variables over truck 

utilization and recommendations on how to assess the impact of future changes in the product 

portfolio, in addition to sharing the simulation model itself.  

 

1.5 Capstone Report Outline 

The rest of the capstone report is outlined as follows: Chapter 2 (Literature Review) will 

analyze different academic texts that try to solve similar issues; Chapter 3 (Methodology) will 

describe the steps that were taken to develop the model and the assumptions that were made to 

drive the analysis of the outputs; Chapter 4 (Results) will show the results of the simulations and 

highlight the most important variables in this model; Chapter 5 (Discussion and 
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Recommendations) will review the summary of the results and provide recommendations for the 

sponsor; and Chapter 6 (Conclusion) will provide a brief conclusion of the capstone project. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In recent years the supply chain area of  ChemicalCO has seen how the introduction of new 

products is adding complexity to the supply chain and impacting the delivery to its customers, 

decreasing the level of service. To maintain the level of service constant they have to introduce 

new trucks into the operation increasing the transportation costs. Through this study they want to 

understand the correlation between the quantity of products and the quantity of trucks 

required. They also want to measure the effect that reducing the portfolio, through substitution of 

products, has over the transportation costs. 

The hypothesis of this project is that an increase in the quantity of products has a direct 

relationship to the increase in costs in the transport operation. In particular, this project is 

concerned with the fleet size impact; routing, production and inventory costs are not part of the 

scope. Based on simulation scenarios with different levels of complexity in the product portfolio, 

this project analyses the relationship between the product portfolio complexity and the fleet size.  

Several works have focused on correlating the level of complexity of the product portfolio 

with operational costs. Malinowski, Karwan, Sun, & Pinto (2018a) state that a high variety of 

products generates high complexity in the supply chain as well as high costs. Er & MacCarthy 

(2006) measured the impact on the performance of the supply chain when the quantity of products 

is increased in conjunction with the uncertainty of demand and lead time in an international 

configuration. Ma (2014) states that, for a company in the pharmaceutical sector, normally the 

profitability of products is measured taking into account only the fixed and variable costs, but there 

are some hidden costs associated with the complexity of the portfolio that can be a significant 

portion of the total product cost. Wilson, Stephen, and Perumal (2010b) analyzed the relationship 

between profitability and the number of products in the portfolio and concluded that only 20-30% 

of the products generate profitability, while 70 to 80% of the products destroy it, as seen in Figure 

1. Each of these studies are addressed in more detail in the following section.  
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Figure 1 General profitability curve of a product portfolio. Wilson, Stephen A, Andrei Perumal., A. P. (2010). Waging War on 
Complexity Costs: Reshape Your Cost Structure, Free Up Cash Flows and Boost Productivity by Attacking Process, Product, and 

Organizational Complexity. New York: McGraw-Hill.  

 

Finally, the problem that the project is addressing is related to the well-studied inventory 

routing problem (IRP) (Coelho, Cordeau, & Laporte, 2014). In their paper, Coelho, Cordeau, and 

Laporte detail the development of the last 30 years of IRP, describing how did the analysis of the 

distribution of products from a vendor to multiple customers by simultaneously optimizing 

inventory management, vehicle routing, and delivery schedule changed with time.  

 

2.1 Correlation between the product variety and the impact in supply chain 

 Optimization 
 

Malinowski, et al. (2018) proposed a mixed integer programming model to minimize the cost 

of the production and distribution network in a packaged gas company, varying the number of 

products in the portfolio. For the latter, they modeled two ways to rationalize the products by 

means of substitution without affecting the demand: one from the point of view of the supplier and 

the other from the point of view of the customer. The first is based on the quality of the product, for 
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example, oxygen can be sold at two concentrations (99.9% and 99.999%), each as a different 

product. For a customer that requires 99.9% oxygen, the product at 99.999% works perfectly and 

could be substituted since it meets all the quality specifications of the least concentrated, 

however, for the supplier it is more expensive to produce the 99.999%. The second is based on 

packaging, as the supplier offers the same product (99.999% oxygen) in several different 

packages, e.g., a container of 120 cubic feet and a container of 240 cubic feet. In the latter it is 

possible that not all customers want to change the type of container for different reasons, 

therefore, this uncertainty was included in the model. Costs included in the model are production 

costs, capital costs and transportation costs. Figure 2 shows the savings that could be obtained 

by reducing the number of products by level of product substitution (tight, medium or loose). Tight 

level refers to products which customers are reluctant to substitute, while loose level refers to 

products which more than 20% of customers can substitute without affecting their operation. 

 

Figure 2 Total savings from baseline case (0%) to all others (USD and percentages). Malinowski, E., Karwan, M. H., Sun, L., & 
Pinto, J. M. (2018a). Packaged gas supply chain planning with network-wide SKU rationalization. International Journal of 

Production Economics, 204, 346–357. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijpe.2018.08.013  

 Simulation 
 

Er and MacCarthy (2006) designed a simulation model to measure “the impact on supply 

chain performance of increasing product variety in combination with supply lead-time and demand 
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uncertainty” (Er & MacCarthy, 2006, p. 1). They designed simulations varying the complexity of 

three different aspects in the model:   

a. Product variety: They increased the number of products, which increased the 

variety of raw materials used in the manufacturing process while demand and supply lead 

time remained constant. This process consisted of three stages, each of them with 

different process and setup times. They concluded that increasing the product variety resulted 

in an increase in the production time of 30% compared with a base scenario with only one 

product. 

b. Supply Lead Time uncertainty: They used triangular distributions to add 

uncertainty to the supply lead time in two different settings, one with local suppliers and one 

with global suppliers, under high product variety and constant demand. In the simulation with 

local suppliers, the production time was increased by 6% and the inventories increased by 

67% compared with the base scenario. With global suppliers, the increment in production time 

was 51% and the increase in inventories 168%. 

c. Demand uncertainty: The simulation was run under constant supply lead time and 

high product variety. The demand uncertainty was modeled by changing the deviation of 

demand from an average value. In this case, the production time increased by 154% and 

inventories increased by 254%.  

These three simulation models concluded that extending the quantity of products of the 

portfolio affects the supply chain performance and as a result increases operating costs. If supply 

and demand uncertainties are included, the performance is affected even more.   

 

 Inventory Routing Problem 
 

The IRP seeks to solve the distribution of products from a vendor to multiple customers by 

simultaneously optimizing inventory management, vehicle routing and delivery schedule under 
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certain restrictions such as truck capacity, inventory capacity in the supplier, and satisfaction of 

demand for each client, among others. Coelho, Cordeau and Laporte (2014) describe in detail 

the developments that this model had during the last 30 years. Initially the model was applicable 

only to a product with deterministic demand, 30 customers and a 3-period planning horizon. 

Subsequently, heuristic algorithms were developed that allowed solving more complex but still 

limited problems. 

In 2015 Coelho and Laporte developed an algorithm to solve the IRP with multi-package 

trucks, however this algorithm was limited by computing resources to 50 clients, 14 vehicles, four 

compartments and one planning period. 

As the problem that this capstone is solving includes 11 plants, +2,300 clients, +100 multi-

compartment trucks, +30 products, and stochastic demand, the use of the IRP was discarded as 

a method to solve the problem. 

 

 Conclusion 
 

Although the literature reviewed does not study specifically the impact of the increase in the 

variety of products on fleet size for transportation with multi-compartment trucks, the papers 

provide options to address the problem of this capstone like the use of optimization or simulation. 

The mixed integer linear programming is a good fit where demands and variables are 

deterministic. This type of solution allows the user to obtain the best selection of variables for that 

specific scenario given the constraints. In contrast, the simulation will not provide the most optimal 

solution, but it will be capable of showing how changing different variables, processes or inputs 

may affect the behavior of the company’s operation.  

The issue addressed in this capstone project is narrowed down to understanding the impact 

that modifying the product portfolio will have on truck fleet size. In this real-life problem, a 

simulation is the correct approach because the product demand and distance travelled 
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per truck are definitively not deterministic. Finally, as the concern of this capstone project is 

focused on the fleet size only, a Monte Carlo simulation was chosen. 
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3 Methodology 

This chapter will explain the analysis and reasoning behind the simulation models that were 

used to get to the final recommendations regarding how adding products affects fixed 

transportation costs. The section will include the scope and objective definition, the assumptions 

that were considered, and the process that was used in order to define the recommended 

simulation model for this problem. 

 

3.1 Scope and objective 

The sponsor for this capstone is concerned about how the introduction of new products is 

affecting transportation costs. For any given set of products, these costs can be divided into two 

significant groups that are intimately related: variable costs (dollars per mile each truck travels), 

and fixed costs (primarily truck maintenance and drivers’ salaries). In order to be able to analyze 

the impact of different scenarios on fleet size, we developed a simulation model that can explain 

the number of trucks required for different product portfolios. This model can then be used to 

analyze transportation costs. 

 

3.2 Data collection 

The first step of this capstone project was to characterize the real problem. In order to do 

so, complete data for shipments made in 2017 was collected and analyzed to calculate simple 

metrics that would help us understand how the company operates. Baseline metrics such as 

average miles per shipment or total weight delivered from a specific plant were discussed with 

the sponsor to ensure that the set accurately represented the operation. ChemicalCO delivers 

+60 products from 11 plants to +2,300 customers, with +500 average miles per shipment.  
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A second set of information included the commonality between products and their specific 

weights and concentrations. These data were intended to help analyze real opportunities that 

could impact transportation fixed costs rather than simply providing a general model. 

Finally, once the content and formats for 2017 were agreed, additional data for 2016 and 

2018 shipments were provided. As product names and plant names were not consistent 

throughout all the datasets, the sponsor also provided plant mapping and product mapping tables 

to avoid assumptions and minimize errors. 

 

 Pre-analysis of collected data 
 

The data provided included shipments from 11 plants that delivered between 11 and 33 

products each. A summary of the data can be found in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Number of products delivered by each plant on collected data 

 

As construction chemicals are used to give certain properties to construction materials in 

specific weather conditions, a seasonality demand was expected for most of the products and 

plants. It is interesting to note, though, that the aggregate demand for each plant also showed 
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seasonality. Examples of plants 1, 8, and 11 can be seen in Figure 4 below. This fact was very 

important for determining how to generate the random demands for the Monte Carlo simulation. 

 

Figure 4 Demand per quarter for plants 1, 8 and 11 

 

Finally, in order to understand the differences between plants, some important metrics 

where captured. These included: the total weekly demand, the coefficient of variation (CV) of 

weekly demand for each product1, the weekly average distance a truck needs to travel per trip, 

and the CV for the weekly average distance, among others.  

 

 

                                                        
1 The number shown in  
 
 

 

Table  is an average CV for all the products that sell more than 10.000 lbs. in that plant. 
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Table 1 on the next page presents the mentioned metrics. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Plant metrics captured with received data 

 

 

3.3 Assumptions 

The next step was to develop a simple model to understand the problem. Several 

assumptions were agreed with ChemicalCO in order to move forward with the initial approach: 

• Routing from each plant results in a normally distributed average miles per 

delivery. This means that we could model the routing with “average miles per delivery” 

and “standard deviation” variables, and these could be different for each plant but constant 

throughout the simulation. 

• Truck capacity is measured in weight, not volume. As delivered products are 

particularly dense, truck weight capacity usually is met before volume capacity is reached. 

Plant Products Average weekly 
demand (M lbs.)

Average products 
demand CV

Average distance 
per trip (miles)

Average distance 
per trip CV

1 33 1.89 0.56 545 0.1
2 13 0.39 0.76 453 0.26
3 28 0.52 0.7 1028 0.16
4 16 0.25 0.77 498 0.4
5 31 0.70 0.72 779 0.11
6 24 0.86 0.67 747 0.16
7 25 1.48 0.54 634 0.1
8 11 0.28 0.75 481 0.41
9 31 1.14 0.63 815 0.09
10 30 1.16 0.6 938 0.05
11 25 0.52 0.68 750 0.36
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• Although real truck capacity is approximately 41,000 lbs. it is assumed that on 

average the trucks can be filled up to 38,000 lbs. This accounts for an average 93% fill 

rate due to routing limitations. 

• All trucks have the same characteristics: 38,000 lbs. capacity and four equally 

sized compartments. 

• If a product is removed from the portfolio, 100% of its demand will be transferred 

to another pre-selected product. 

 

3.4 Prototype Model 

With assumptions in place and trustworthy data, a first simulation was set up. The objective 

of this prototype simulation, called Toy Model, was to explain why the transportation fixed costs 

differ as more products are introduced. Although ChemicalCO has 11 plants throughout the 

United States and the demand for each product is seasonal, the Toy Model included simplified 

assumptions with tailored data so as to test the different variables that could affect the costs. In 

agreement with the sponsor, the following assumptions were included: 

• The Toy Model represented deliveries for only one plant, in order to simplify the 

output for fast analysis. 

• All product demands followed a normal distribution for simplification purposes. 

• Orders received during one week have to be delivered during the following week. 

This was a simplified way to represent the one-week lead-time that ChemicalCO uses to 

deliver its products. To clarify, the model only analyzes the feasibility of delivering the 

aggregated demand of 5 days with the aggregated capacity of 5 days. 

• 90 percent of deliveries are made on time, which is ChemicalCO’s delivery 

objective.  
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• Each truck has 4 equal compartments, each with a 10,000 lbs. capacity. Although 

trucks could have different compartment sizes, it was agreed that as this model would not 

account for routing and loading, and there is no need to account for different sizes. 

A simulation in R was created, in which the algorithm compared the total demand of 

compartments to the total available compartments each week and its output, which we called 

Service Level, consisted of the percentage of weeks ChemicalCO would be able to deliver all the 

orders. A detailed explanation of the Toy Model simulation is shown in Appendix A, and a simple 

representation of the simulation is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 Toy Model simulation steps 

 

With the model in place, different parameters were simulated and results recorded. The Toy 

Model was adjusted after discussing the results with the sponsor, making sure that it accurately 

represented the effects on different scenarios. Most importantly, the sponsor helped to detect 

other variables that were worth testing. 
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The following variables and scenarios were tested with the Toy Model (details in Appendix 

B): 

1. Product variability: For the same average demand for all products, different Coefficients 

of Variation (CV) were tested (0, 0.4 and 0.8 CV for each product). 

2. Product quantities: For the same total demand and a given CV, different quantities of 

products delivered from a plant were tested (10, 20 and 30 products). 

3. Distance variability: For the same average demand and CV for all products, different 

Coefficient of Variation (CV) for the weekly average distance of a trip were tested (0, 0.1 

and 0.2 CV for each scenario). 

4. Total demand: Each scenario considered a different total demand (1M lbs., 1.2M lbs. and 

1.4M lbs.). Total demand was divided throughout 10 products with the same CV. 

5. Product substitution: In order to understand the effect of removing a product from the 

portfolio by adding its demand to another product, three scenarios were tested. Note that 

in this case, although the weekly demand average would be constant, the standard 

deviation of both products together is lower than that resulting from adding both standard 

deviations: 

!"#$ = !" + !$  

'"#$ = ('"$ + '$$ 

 

These were the tested scenarios: 

o 16 products total, all with demand 62,500 lbs. and CV = 0.4 

o 13 products total: 12 products with 62,500 lbs. demand and 0.4 CV, and 1 product 

with 250,000 lbs. demand and CV 0.2 

o 10 products total: 9 products with 62,500 lbs. demand and 0.4 CV, and 1 product 

with 437,500 lbs. demand and CV 0.15 
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3.5 Simulation definition 

Once the Toy Model was able to explain how different variables affected the system, a more 

complex model was designed. The most important factors to be considered were discussed with 

the sponsor, and the following concepts were included in the simulation in R: 

• Demand distribution fit: The model checks the weekly demand for each product on 

each plant and provides the best fit from the Normal, Lognormal and Weibull probability 

distributions.  

• Seasonality: As Monte Carlo simulations repeat one scenario enough times to 

obtain an expected value, it was agreed to run 4 simulations per plant to detect the impact 

of seasonality; these would be divided by quarter. 

• Distance travelled per trip: Specific inputs were defined for each plant along with 

the option to modify average or standard deviation for scenario testing purposes. 

• Average stops per trip: Defined as a variable, a specific value was defined for each 

plant, along with the option to modify it for scenario testing purposes. 

• Lead Time capability: The Toy Model assumed demand was grouped weekly, and 

that all demand needed to be served during the following week. The sponsor requested a 

way to evaluate what would happen if the grouping was shortened. For example, 

committing to a 1-day lead-time would mean grouping deliveries per day assuming they 

will be delivered on the following day. In order to do this, as demands on weekends are 

very limited (only 1% of total demand), it is assumed as part of the “5-working-day” 

demand. If a lead time different than 5 is chosen, the code aggregates the demand in the 

specified days. For example, if “2” is selected, the code would aggregate demands in 

Monday-Tuesday, Wednesday-Thursday, Friday-Saturday-Sunday-Monday, Tuesday-

Wednesday, etc. 
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• Replacement capability: A mapping table was created where details from all 

products are specified (name, group, specific weight). The user can also include the name 

of a product that should be replaced. The code would replace the product, and inform the 

user about any change that was made. Section 3.6 further explains the replacement 

methodology. 

 

3.6 Replacement Definition 
 

First, two concepts were defined: “Concentration” is the volume of a specific product that is 

needed to obtain the same results as other products from the same group. “Density” is the 

kilograms that 1 cubic meter of a specific product weights. 

Second, the product replacement was defined by following specific guidelines from the 

company. The process is best explained with an example: Consider 1 plant that has 2 products 

from the same type, meaning that one could replace the other. Product 1 needs 20% less volume 

than Product 2 to deliver the same results, meaning that concentration of Product 1 and Product 

2 are 80% and 100%, respectively. The densities of both products are 1,000 and 1,100 kg/m3, 

respectively. Data includes 5 weeks of demand for these products (see Table 2). 

Table 2 Example of product replacement input table 

 

 

In order to be able to compare how much Product 1 or Product 2 ChemicalCO would need 

to transport to fulfill an order, a table with concentrations, densities and group numbers for each 

product was generated and products were compared within each group by using a relative weight 

Product Concentration 
(%-m3)

Density 
(kg/m3)

1 
(lbs.)

2 
(lbs.)

3 
(lbs.)

4 
(lbs.)

5 
(lbs.)

1 80 1,000 10 10 10 10 10
2 100 1,100 20 20 20 20 20
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factor. For each group one product was randomly chosen as the standard weight, and the rest of 

the products were compared to it: 

 

)*.,*-.ℎ01 =
2345*40670-341 ∗ 9*4:-0;1

2345*40670-34<=>?@>A@ ∗ 9*4:-0;<=>?@>A@
 

 

For example, if Product 1 on Table 2 was the standard for that group, the following would 

be the resulting specific weights: 

 

)*.,*-.ℎ0<=>?@>A@ = 2345*40670-34BAC@" ∗ 9*4:-0;BAC@" = 0.8 ∗ 1,000 = 800 

 

)*.,*-.ℎ0BAC@" =
2345*40670-34BAC@" ∗ 9*4:-0;BAC@"

)*.,*-.ℎ0<=>?@>A@
=
0.8 ∗ 1,000

800 = 1 

 

)*.,*-.ℎ0BAC@$ =
2345*40670-34BAC@$ ∗ 9*4:-0;BAC@$

)*.,*-.ℎ0<=>?@>A@
=
1 ∗ 1,100
800 = 1.375 

 

This means that ChemicalCO actually needs to deliver 37.5% more weight of Product 2 than 

of Product 1 to get the same results in the material mix. To optimize the product portfolio, all 

product costs should be assessed and compared, including procurement price, sale price, 

production efforts, etc. But, as the scope of this project is to evaluate the impact of product 

portfolio on fleet size only, the relative weight is sufficient to analyze this aspect of product 

replacement. 

In this specific example, replacing Product 2 with Product 1 in every plant and quarter where 

Product 2 appears would reduce the total demand weight. The final demand for each week for 
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Product 1 would be calculated as shown below. Note that while reducing demand weight, revenue 

is not being affected. Values for the 5 weeks can also be seen in Table 3: 

 

9*K74L"MN?>O = 9*K74L" + 9*K74L$ ∗
)*.,*-.ℎ0"
)*.,*-.ℎ0$

= 10 + 20 ∗
1

1.375 = 25 

 

Table 3 Example of replacement of Product 2 for Product 1 

 

 

Finally, the model will check the new demand for each product on each plant and provide 

the best fit from the Normal, Lognormal and Weibull probability distributions. This method will 

most accurately represent the aggregated demand if a product replaces another one, if compared 

with the method used in the Toy Model (see point 5 on Section 3.4 for further reference). 

 

3.7 Simulation Outputs 
 

The simulations’ outputs were also finalized to ensure that the question was appropriately 

being answered. As explained earlier in Section 1.1, the transportation fixed costs can be mainly 

attributed to fleet size and the quantity of truck drivers. Assuming that the number of truck drivers 

is directly proportional to the number of trucks, it was agreed that the outputs would provide the 

quantity of trucks needed to be able to fulfill the demand. 

ChemicalCO was particularly interested in the truck numbers, and how different 

combinations of delivery commitments would affect the utilization. A set of three outputs was 

designed to allow this analysis. Examples of the three outputs can be seen below in Figure 6: 

Product Concentration 
(%-m3)

Density 
(kg/m3)

1 
(lbs.)

2 
(lbs.)

3 
(lbs.)

4 
(lbs.)

5 
(lbs.)

1 80 1,000 25 25 25 25 25
2 100 1,100 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 6 Example of outputs for each run of one plant in one quarter 

 

100% delivery commitment: For each 100,000 runs, the total trucks needed in order to 

deliver 100% of the demand is recorded. 

Output: distribution of number of trucks needed in order to deliver 100% of the demand, 

including average and standard deviation. 

90% delivery commitment: For each 100,000 runs, the total trucks needed in order to 

deliver 90% of the demand is recorded. 

Output: distribution of number of trucks needed in order to deliver 90% of the demand, 

including average and standard deviation. 

Fleet size specific data: For a specific fleet size input, record the demand served on each 

of the 100,000 runs. 
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Output: distribution of the percentage of demand served, including average and standard 

deviation; and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), in red, that show the accumulated 

demand served. 

For the first two outputs, we designed an additional metric that would help to quickly 

understand the real truck need: trucks needed to serve the specified demand 90% of the runs. 

 
 Output calculations 

 
The algorithm evaluates the total number of compartments needed to fulfill the requested 

demand and returns the number of trucks needed for each run. The average is calculated by 

taking the mean of the trucks needed for each run. Note that, as the simulation outputs provide 

an estimation, the trucks needed for each run are not whole numbers. For example, if there are 

only 5 runs, where compartments needed to fulfill the specified demand are 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 

then the number of trucks needed on each run are: 4.5, 5, 5.25, 6, and 6.25. The average trucks 

needed will be 5.4: 

4.5 + 5 + 5.25 + 6 + 6.25
5

=
27
5
= 5.4 

 

Evaluating the distribution of number of trucks needed in both outputs, we noticed that 

they follow a normal distribution and proved this by analyzing goodness of fit with Chi Square 

Test. All evaluated scenarios resulted in a p-value of over 0.9, which confirms that the 

distributions can be assumed normal. Under this assumption, the “90% of the runs” metric, was 

is calculated by computing the 90th percentile of a normal distribution using the average trucks 

needed and standard deviation as the distribution’s mean and standard deviation. 
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3.8 Simulation validation 
 

Once the simulation was ready, it was run in different plants with the goal of comparing the 

results to ChemicalCO’s real operations. The results of these plants were compared to an analysis 

ChemicalCO did in 2017 regarding the number of trucks needed for 2018. The expected outcome 

was that the previous analysis should be in the same ballpark as the simulation results. This would 

confirm that the model is capturing the most important variables that define the fleet size. The 

simulation metric used to compare the results was the 100% delivery commitment on 90% of the 

runs.  

As Table 4 below shows that the simulation results for all plants have values totally coherent 

with the sponsor’s analysis, the simulation was validated. 

Table 4 Comparison between the simulation output and ChemicalCO’s estimation 

 

  

Plant

Trucks needed 
Service Level: 

90% 
(simulation)

Average trucks 
needed 

(estimation)

Max trucks 
needed 

(estimation)

1 15.8 14 21
2 3.3 3 4
3 10.7 8 11
4 4.8 3 5
5 14.7 10 15
6 11.0 9 13
7 18.4 15 20
8 3.1 2 4
9 16.1 11 17
10 22.5 18 27
11 10.0 8 11
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4 Results 
 

The sponsor of this capstone project, ChemicalCO, is concerned about how the growing 

product portfolio is affecting supply chain complexity, and hence, costs. We developed a Monte 

Carlo simulation model to help ChemicalCO understand what would be the correct fleet size for 

different scenarios. This chapter will show the results of running the simulation model with 

parameters describing the actual demand and then will contrast them with a scenario in which all 

products that can be replaced by others are discarded. This section will include the structure of 

how the results will be presented, the simulation results for specific plants in both scenarios 

described before, and the outputs of the sensitivity analysis that were run over some key 

variables.  

 
4.1 Results structure 
 

Before analyzing the outputs of the simulation runs, it is important to understand the 

structure of the results. The simulation was run twice for all the quarters for all the plants. First, it 

was run with all parameters trying to replicate ChemicalCO’s actual operation; these were named 

the baseline scenarios for each plant. Second, the model was run with the same parameters, but 

replacing all products that could be replaced by others in the same group; these were named the 

replaced scenarios for each plant. 

 As the results for each plant include 8 sets of results (quarters for baseline and replaced 

scenarios), and each set of results includes 3 metrics (outputs detailed in Section 3.7), this paper 

will only detail results for 1 plant. Aggregated results for the rest of the plants will be presented 

later to address ChemicalCO’s concern, as well as a sensitivity analysis to allow for 

recommendations. 
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4.2 Simulation results for Plant 10 
 

Plant number 10 was selected in consultation with the sponsor because it is one of the larger 

plants, and also the one that delivers the most products (other metrics can be seen in  

 

 

 

Table 1). As explained in 2.1.4 the simulation results will not provide the most optimal 

solution, but they will be capable of showing how changing different variables, processes or inputs 

may affect the system. The baseline and replaced scenario results can be seen below in Table 5. 

Also, all the graphs for these runs can be found in Appendix C. 

In order to understand the results, the first step is to understand Table 5. The three outputs 

described in Section 3.7 are presented in this table. 

 

 Understanding the output tables 
 

• Scenario and Quarter describe the simulation runs presented in that row. 

• Products is the number of products available for delivery. 

• Average Demand is the average weekly demand for the simulation runs. 

• Average Distance is the average distance per trip for the simulation runs. 

• Serve 90% of demand is the first key metric: how many trucks are needed to serve 

90% of the demand. 

• Serve 100% of the demand is the second key metric: how many trucks are needed 

to serve 100% of the demand. 

• Demand Served with N trucks is the third key metric: how much demand is served 

with the N specified number of trucks for each plant scenario. 
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• Mean and Standard deviation for the specified key metric. For example, for runs 

where 90% of demand must be served, the average number of trucks is 17.7 and 

the standard deviation is 2.4 for Q1 Baseline scenario in Table 5. 

• 90% of the runs represents the quantity of trucks needed to serve the specified 

demand for 90% of the runs. For example, at least 22.8 trucks are needed in order 

to serve 100% of the demand for 90% of the runs. 

• 100% demand served is the percentage of runs the demand would be 100% served 

if the fleet would have N number of trucks. 

Table 5 Number of trucks needed for Plant 10 Baseline and Replaced scenarios. 

 

 

To avoid confusion, the outputs were named XX/YY%. XX is the percentage of demand 

served, and YY is the percentage of the runs. For example, if we are talking about the mean of 

serving 90% demand, we would call it 90/50%. If the described metric is serving 100% of 

demand on 90% of the runs, we would call it 100/90%. 

 

 Results analysis 
 

We will begin by discussing how different quarters affect the baseline scenario. It is 

interesting to see that demand on the fourth quarter (Q4) is 20% higher than demand on the third 

quarter (Q3), while distance is around 7% lower in Q4 than in Q3. Looking at the outputs, we can 

Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

Average 
Distance Mean Standard 

Deviation
90% of 

the runs Mean Standard 
Deviation

90% of 
the runs Mean Standard 

Deviation
100% demand 

served Trucks

Baseline Q1 27 1,155,937 958 17.7 2.4 20.8 19.4 2.7 22.8 79% 11% 4% 15
Baseline Q2 29 1,070,363 953 16.8 2.1 19.5 18.4 2.3 21.4 83% 10% 6% 15
Baseline Q3 30 1,042,858 965 16.8 2.0 19.3 18.5 2.2 21.3 82% 9% 4% 15
Baseline Q4 28 1,264,716 901 18.4 2.9 22.1 20.2 3.2 24.3 76% 12% 4% 15
Replaced Q1 19 1,096,587 958 16.3 2.4 19.4 18.0 2.6 21.3 84% 11% 13% 15
Replaced Q2 21 998,364    953 15.2 2.0 17.8 16.8 2.2 19.6 89% 9% 22% 15
Replaced Q3 22 979,338    965 15.3 1.9 17.8 16.9 2.1 19.6 89% 9% 19% 15
Replaced Q4 20 1,198,831 901 17.0 2.9 20.7 18.8 3.2 22.9 82% 12% 11% 15

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand Demand Served with 15 trucks
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see that for 90/50% and 100/50% the number of trucks needed increased by around 10% from 

Q3 and Q4; and that for 90/90% and 100/90% it increased by approximately 15%. 

The increase in trucks needed from Q3 to Q4 can be explained mainly by the increase in 

demand, partially offset by the reduction in average distance. Looking at both scenarios, the 

trucks needed have a clear positive correlation with average demand, and a positive correlation 

with average distance per trip. This fact makes sense: more demand would mean more capacity 

needed, and more distance would mean fewer trips per week per truck, which translates to a 

capacity reduction. The correlations and impacts of different variables to the outputs will be 

discussed later in Section 4.4. 

If Baseline and Replaced scenarios are compared, we can see how 8 products have been 

replaced for each quarter. These replacements followed the definition explained in Section 3.6, 

where demand weight is reduced by choosing the most convenient relative weights. We can see 

that these decisions caused the average weight demand of Q1 decrease from 1,155,937 lbs. to 

1,096,587 lbs. (5.1% decrease). In the same line, the rest of the quarters also experience a 

decrease of 5%–7% in weight demand decrease.  

In terms of needed trucks, we can see that the Replaced scenario needs between 5%–9% 

less trucks than the Baseline scenario. With average distance unchanged, the two variables that 

are affecting the needed trucks are average demand and the number of products. The difference 

between the decrease in needed trucks (5%–9%) and the decrease in average weight demand 

(5%–7%) can be accounted for the reduction in the number of products in each scenario.  

In the Baseline scenario, Plant 10 should have 25 trucks if it wants to satisfy 100% of 

demand 90% (100/90%) of the time on all quarters. In the Replaced scenario, 23 trucks would 

suffice to satisfy 100% of demand 90% (100/90%) of the time on all quarters. Quarters 1 through 

3 would still have excess truck capacity which could be assigned to other plants. The next section 

will analyze the option of leveling trucks through plants if possible. 
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Finally, even though the third output is to be used for specific inquiries, it is interesting to 

see that small changes in demand and number of product can significantly help increase the 

100% demand served percentage. For example, in Q3 the average demand decreased by 6%, 

and 100% demand served for 15 trucks increased by 15%. 

 

4.3 Simulation results for ChemicalCO 
 

The results for the rest of the plants can be found in Appendix C. Results for the third output 

have been ignored because, as they are specific for the number of trucks that are selected by the 

user, the analysis cannot be easily generalized. In this section we will only analyze the summaries 

for each quarter. The summary considers that the mean and 90% of the runs number of trucks 

needed can be aggregated, assuming that plants could transfer trucks from one plant to the other. 

For example, in order to get to the number 107.1 as the mean for 90% of demand served in the 

Baseline scenario for Q1, we summed all the means of the plants in the Baseline scenario for Q1 

(check Table 8). Table 6 show the summarized results that are detailed in Appendix C:  

Table 6 Summarized results for all plants, per quarter and scenario 

 

 

For all quarters we can see that the Replaced scenario requires around 10 less trucks than 

the Baselines scenario. Similarly to what we observed for Plant 10 in Section 4.2.2, the demand 

Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

Average 
Distance Mean 90% of the 

runs Mean 90% of the 
runs

Baseline Q1 61 8,655,765    700 107.1 128.3 117.2 140.3
Replaced Q1 45 8,126,155    699 98.4 118.8 107.9 130.3
Baseline Q2 59 8,554,123    753 115.2 138.6 126.3 151.8
Replaced Q2 44 7,979,280    752 105.0 127.7 115.1 140.1
Baseline Q3 59 8,807,100    756 119.5 144.0 130.8 157.9
Replaced Q3 44 8,206,579    756 109.1 132.8 119.6 145.9
Baseline Q4 59 9,736,646    734 125.3 158.7 137.5 174.2
Replaced Q4 44 9,185,746    733 115.9 148.5 127.2 163.4

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand
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is reduced by 5.6%–6.8%, while the needed trucks for all outputs is reduced by 6.2%–8.9%. 

These numbers are consistent throughout all the plants, with weight demand reduced by 3%–

10% and trucks needed reduced by 3.2%–10.7%.  

In terms of the trucks needed throughout a complete year, Table 7 shows the same values 

presented in Table 6 but organized by scenario. Assuming that ChemicalCO is not interested on 

fulfilling demand only with 50% of the runs (XX/50%), we will expand on the 90% of the runs 

metric (XX/90%). Specifically, we will address the “Serve 100% of demand” output (100/90%), 

which better represents how the sponsor company measures the delivery performance. 

Inferences done for this metric are easily transferable to the other truck-need metrics. 

In the case that ChemicalCO wants to ensure that during all quarters they want to serve 

100% of the demand 90% of the time (100/90%), they would need enough trucks to support the 

quarter with the highest demand: the fourth quarter. This would mean having 175 trucks for the 

Baseline scenario, and 164 for the Replaced scenario. In both these cases ChemicalCO would 

be able to deliver 100% of demand for nearly 100% of the time on quarters 1 through 3, and a 

number above 90% for the fourth quarter. This means that the percentage of the time 100% of 

demand will be served will be significantly higher than 90%. 

Table 7 Summarized outputs by scenario 

 

 

Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

Average 
Distance Mean 90% of the 

runs Mean 90% of the 
time

Baseline Q1 61 8,655,765    700 107.1 128.3 117.2 140.3
Baseline Q2 59 8,554,123    753 115.2 138.6 126.3 151.8
Baseline Q3 59 8,807,100    756 119.5 144.0 130.8 157.9
Baseline Q4 59 9,736,646    734 125.3 158.7 137.5 174.2
Baseline 61 8,938,408  736 117.0 142.9 128.3 156.6
Replaced Q1 45 8,126,155    699 98.4 118.8 107.9 130.3
Replaced Q2 44 7,979,280    752 105.0 127.7 115.1 140.1
Replaced Q3 44 8,206,579    756 109.1 132.8 119.6 145.9
Replaced Q4 44 9,185,746    733 115.9 148.5 127.2 163.4
Replaced 45 8,374,440  735 107.4 132.5 117.8 145.5

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand
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If the sponsor company would like to keep the metric at 90%, they would need to find the 

correct number of trucks that would over-perform in some quarters and under-perform in others. 

In Table 7 we propose a weighted average by demand of each quarter to estimate the number of 

trucks needed in total. The Baseline scenario would need 157 trucks and the Replaced scenario 

would need 146 trucks. 

For both approaches (ensuring 90% of the time for each quarter, and aiming for 90% of the 

time for a full year) we can see that the Replaced scenario requires 11 fewer trucks than the 

Baseline scenario. 

 

4.4 Sensitivity analysis 
 

In order to explain what are the variables that affect the need of trucks, we performed 

sensitivity analysis over: average distance, coefficient of variation of the distance, average 

demand, coefficient of variation of the demand, time per stop, and number of products. For all 

cases we used the Baseline scenario for the third quarter of Plant 10. This was selected because 

it is a plant that has already been analyzed in detail in this paper, and Q3 delivers the most 

products. Also, as we did with the analysis in Section 4.3, we will focus on the serve 100% of 

demand metric (XX/100%). 

Each sensitivity results will be discussed in the following sub-sections. All of these will 

compare the specific runs within each other and with the Baseline scenario, but they will not be 

compared against other sensitivity runs. 

  

 Average distance 
 

In order to run different distance scenarios, the input was manipulated taking into account 

that changing the distance would also change the standard deviation. The goal was to keep the 
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coefficient of variation of the distance fixed, so standard deviation was updated accordingly. 

Figure 7 shows the results for the different scenarios. 

 

Figure 7 Sensitivity analysis for average distance 

 

By modifying the average distance by 10%, we can see that the number of trucks needed 

for both the 100/90% and 100/50% metrics change by 7%-8.5% in the same direction. This means 

that, although average distance has a strong positive correlation with the number of trucks, it does 

not have a linear impact. 

 

 Coefficient of Variation of distance 
 

CVs for the distance were manually changed to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 with all other variables kept 

constant. It is interesting to note how, even though the mean number of trucks needed is 

practically unchanged, the number of trucks needed to fulfill 100% of the demand 90% of the runs 

(100/90%) increases significantly (see Figure 8 below). This happens because, by adding 

variability to the distance, there will be more weeks in which the trucks will have to travel further, 

affecting the truck availability. The increasing standard deviation of the metric support this 

explanation. 
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Figure 8 Sensitivity analysis for distance CVs 

 

In terms of variations, we can see that as CV gets higher, the truck need increases at higher 

rates. For example, from a CV of 0.1 to 0.2 (100% increase), the trucks needed increase by 6.5%; 

from a CV of 0.2 to 0.4 (100% increase), the trucks needed increase by 15%.  

 

 Average demand 
 

In order to change the average demand, the original data was manually updated so as to 

reduce or increase each data-point at the specified amount. This way the average demand was 

modified as desired, and the standard deviation for that run would also account for the demand 

change. The simulation was run with average demands of ±20% and ±10%. Results can be 

observed in Figure 9: 
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Figure 9 Sensitivity analysis for average demand 

 
Average demand has slightly higher impacts to the number of trucks than average distance 

has. In this case, by modifying the average demand in 10%, the number of trucks gets affected, 

in the same direction, by 7.5%-9.4%. The strong positive correlation makes sense though, if 

demand is higher, more trucks will be needed to fulfill the orders. 

 

 Coefficient of variation of demand 
 

In order to evaluate variations of the products’ CVs, we needed to simplify the dataset. The 

Baseline scenario for this analysis consisted of 30 products with normal distribution demand. The 

parameters for the normal distribution were obtained from the same data from Plant 10 that we 

used for the rest of the sensitivity analysis. An average distance of 770 miles was selected, with 

a standard deviation of 35, resulting in a distance CV consistent with the rest of the analysis. Due 

to the fact that we had to create a separate dataset for this analysis, it will be considered 

separately.  
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The product CVs were traduced to standard deviations for all the different products. This 

means that all products will have the same CV, but different standard deviations. Results of this 

analysis can be observed in Figure 10: 

 

Figure 10 Sensitivity analysis for product coefficient of variation 
 

Although a positive correlation exists between the products’ CVs and the number of trucks 

needed, we can observe how for higher CVs the number of trucks needed grows even faster. For 

example, moving from a CV of 0.25 to 0.5 (100% increase), the company would only need around 

6% more trucks; moving from a CV of 0.5 to 1 (100% increase), the company would need around 

13% more trucks; and moving from a CV of 1 to 2 (100% increase), the company would need 

37% more trucks. 

The impact on the number of trucks needed is explained by the increasing variability of 

demand. With high variability there will be more cases in which the demand will be higher 

compared to low variabilities. As the metric captures the number of trucks needed to fulfill 100% 

of demand 90% of the runs (100/90%), the number of trucks needed will need to increase. 
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 Time per stop 
 

Time per stop is an input variable of the simulation and was easily manipulated to run the 

different scenarios. Results for this analysis can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 Sensitivity analysis for time per stop 

 
It is interesting to note that the impact of time spent per stop seems to be very important. By 

reducing the time to 30 minutes (0.5hrs), we can see a reduction of 10% in trucks needed. 

Conversely, if average time is doubled to 2hrs, the number of trucks needed will increase in 18%. 

 Number of products 
 

In order to analyze the impact of the number of products to the fleet size, we ran the 

simulation doing replacement of products assuming that all of them have a specific weight of 100. 

By doing this, random products names are replaced by others so when distributions are fit, 
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aggregated demand is being considered. Figure 12 show the results of replacing 1, 4 and 10 

products. 

 

Figure 12 Sensitivity analysis for number of products 

 
When replacing products, meaning the aggregation of their demands, the expectation was 

that standard deviation would be reduced, similarly to what was explained in point 5 of section 

3.4. The fact that the standard deviation increases suggests that products are usually more 

demanded simultaneously. This might make sense though most products are needed when 

specific conditions occur. For example, if during a week most of the delivery area of Plant 10 was 

rainy, ChemicalCO would most probably deliver only the type of products that help with 

construction material curation. The demand spikes for these products type would occur together, 

hence minimizing the standard deviation reduction. 

Even with the slightly increased standard deviation, we can still see a slight reduction in the 

number of trucks needed when products are replaced. This behavior can be explained in the 

simulation as having less “half-full’ compartments though the number of products is being 

reduced. 
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 Sensitivity analysis summary 
 

The sensitivity analysis show that average demand and distance are the most significant 

variables that may affect the number of trucks. Both variables have a linear positive correlation 

with the number of trucks. The coefficient of variation of both demand and distance also have a 

significant impact, but their positive correlation does not look linear: as coefficient of variations 

increase, the number of trucks needed also increase at increasing rates. Finally, while the time 

per stop has a higher impact than previously expected, the number of products does not affect 

the number of trucks significantly mostly because the demand standard deviation is not 

decreasing as expected.  
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5 Discussion and Recommendations 
 

5.1 Results summary 
 

The results describe, on one hand, how the replacement of redundant products can reduce 

the fleet size by approximately 10%. Even though most of the reduction is given by the selection 

of denser products, in this analysis around 1%-2% of the reduction is explained by the reduction 

in the number of products. It should be noted that this number is not precise though the simulation 

results do not measure this specific metric. 

On the other hand, the results show how the different variables affect how many trucks 

ChemicalCO needs. We can clearly see that even though average demand is the stronger 

variable, other variables may also affect the outputs significantly. Particularly plants that have high 

product and/or distance coefficient of variations are most likely to need more trucks than expected 

to be able to fulfill with 100/90%. 

Even though the objective of this project was to evaluate the cost of product portfolio 

complexity in relation to the cost of the fleet size, the results produced additional information 

regarding how different variables affect the fleet. Interpreting this information and running 

additional scenarios will allow ChemicalCO to understand what action is preferred for different 

plants and quarters. Also, the simulation will help the sponsor company understand how different 

strategic decisions would affect the number of trucks needed. 

 

5.2 Model limitations 
 

The simulation model that was created for this capstone project does not account for routing, 

different compartment sizes, or how products are loaded in the trucks. Also, the simulation limits 

truck capacity by weight, while, depending on how products are replaced, volume limit might be 

reached first. By not including these concepts, the simulation is simplifying some aspects that will 

most probably affect the results. 
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As seen in the sensitivity analysis, average distance is one of the most important variables 

that affects the number of trucks needed. The reduction in the number of products will, most 

probably, simplify the routing process: having less products will reduce the restrictions for optimal 

routing, which would result in the same or shorter average distance travelled. One possible way 

of including this fact in the simulation is to assume an average distance reduction and apply it 

(such as in the sensitivity analysis). 

The different compartment sizes, product load in trucks, and truck volume capacity limit 

require a different analysis. The assumption is that even though an optimal product loading of the 

right product to the right compartments will help reduce the number of trucks needed, the impact 

should be smaller than the rest of the variables previously exposed. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 
 

The results show that the product replacement would reduce truck need for ChemicalCO in 

more than 7%. Given that this project capstone and the simulation are based on several 

assumptions, we would recommend for ChemicalCO to choose one plant first and analyze the 

real outcome in terms of demand, average distance travelled, coefficient of variations, truck 

limitations, etc. Once the impact is verified we would recommend expanding product replacement 

to other plants. 

As we have seen in the sensitivity analysis, it is really important for ChemicalCO to keep 

track of the demand and distance averages, and calculating their Coefficient of variation 

frequently. By checking these in detail the company may decide to take action on specific 

products, customers, plants, etc. For example, if a customer is far from a plant, and its demand 

ranges from 1 to 3 trucks a week, it might be a good idea to agree to a bi-weekly delivery schedule 

to minimize distance variation. We encourage ChemicalCO to review the delivery schedules and 

try to cluster demands per geographical region and assign a specific day in the week to visit that 
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region. This should reduce both product demand and average distance variabilities, reducing the 

number of trucks needed. 

In addition, as the model does not discriminate customers that are served from one plant, 

we would recommend ChemicalCO to focus on options to minimize the error in the average 

distance travelled variable, which we know has a big impact on the fleet size. One way to address 

this issue could be to cluster customers that ChemicalCO know that are served on the same trips 

from a plant. For example, to cluster customers of Plant 2 by zip code 123, ChemicalCO should 

rename the plant as Plant 2 - 123 for those customers. This new plant would force the model to 

return the number of trucks needed to serve those specific customers. Although this may help 

have a more accurate representation of the impact of replacing products, it will also reduce the 

number of data points that the simulation will have, risking for less accurate demand distributions. 

ChemicalCO would need to be careful and evaluate results objectively to detect anomalies.  

Lastly, we invite the sponsor company to analyze other limitations of this model and perform 

additional analysis to fine tune the results. In particular, we recommend that ChemicalCO analyze 

how routing would be affected if products are replaced and use this results as inputs for the 

simulation described in this capstone project. Also, it would be really interesting to combine the 

analysis exposed in this paper with the Inventory Routing Problem described in Section 2.1.3. 

Both studies combined could provide an improved product delivery strategy for specific product 

portfolio mixes.   
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6 Conclusions 
 

This capstone project was able to address the issue ChemicalCO had in terms of 

understanding what is the impact of changing the product portfolio to the number of trucks needed 

in the fleet. Even though the results show that the most important variables are not intimately 

related to the complexity of dealing with more products, understanding the impact of each variable 

separately provides a framework for ChemicalCO to make decisions regarding the removal or 

addition of products. 

The research also provided evidence of other factors that the sponsor company should 

analyze in detail. For example, the fact that reducing the time per stop to 30 minutes would reduce 

the number of trucks needed by around 10% should definitely be considered: How should 

ChemicalCO invest to reduce the time per stop? How much will they save if they need 16 fewer 

trucks next year? 

Finally, the results of the sensitivity analysis can be used as a guide to understand what 

should ChemicalCO research next. Although Inventory Routing has been studied for several 

years, the routing for ChemicalCO has its complexities and should definitely be the next step to 

further understand the impacts of a complex product portfolio. Hopefully, applying IRP and using 

the simulation described in this capstone project will conclude in a detailed characterization of 

ChemicalCO’s operation with a specified product portfolio. 
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Appendix A 
 
The Toy Model Monte Carlo simulation was developed to evaluate the expected percentage of 

weeks that all demand can be served within 5 days through 100,000 runs. This Appendix will 

provide a detailed explanation of the Toy Model simulation. 

Inputs 

• Product Table: Product Name, Average Weekly Demand, Standard Deviation of Weekly 

Demand. 

• Distance travelled: Average and standard deviation of distance travelled per truck per 

routing. 

• Number of stops per routing. 

• Number of trucks. 

Simulation (step by step) 

1. Generate 100.000 random demands for each product on the ‘Product Table’. 

a. To avoid negative demands, each time demand is less than 0, and the value is 

updated to 0. 

2. Calculate number of trips per truck per week. 

a. Generate 100.000 random distance travelled per truck per routing. 

b. Calculate the trips per truck per week as: 

STUVW =
SXYZTW

[UWY\]^_
`Va + bYXVW ∗ ZWbYXV

 

Where: 

• TotHrs: total available truck hours per week (45hs). 

• Distance: randomly generated from mean and std. 

• Mph: Average truck speed in miles per hour (45m/h). 

• Stops: Average number of stops per routing. 
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• HsStop: Time needed per stop (1hr/stop) 

3. Calculate the quantity of compartments needed: 

a. Calculate compartment capacity (CComp) as: 

CComp = Truck Capacity / Compartments per truck 

b. For each product, calculate the amount of compartments needed as:  

RoundUp (demand / CComp) 

c. Sum the amount of compartments needed for all products in each run (ProdComp) 

4. Calculate the available compartments (AvComp) for each run as: 

RoundDown (Trips * Compartments per Truck * Quantity of trucks) 

5. Calculate average of runs that 100% of the demand was served 

a. If ProdComp <= AvComp, a value of 1 was assigned to Demand Served. 

Otherwise value of 0 was assigned. 

b. Sum the Demand Served for the 100,000 runs, divide by 100,000 and multiply by 

100 to get the demand served percentage. 

6. Calculate truck utilization as: 

a. Sum demand of all products for each run. 

b. Divide by Truck Capacity * Trucks and multiply by 100. 

c. If result is greater than 100, then print 100 

Outputs 

 Graphs showing the demand served and truck utilization for that scenario 
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Appendix B 
 

Once the Toy Model was coded, a series of scenarios were run with the objective of working 

with the sponsor to validate the outputs’ behavior, making sure that it accurately represented the 

reality. First, we will specify the fixed valued, and then detail the tested scenarios: 

 

Fixed values for all scenarios: 

• 1 Plant 

• 4 Compartments per Truck 

• 40,000 lbs. truck capacity 

• 45 miles per hour 

• 5 stops per trip of 1 hour each 

 

Scenario comparison #1: compare effect of standard deviation in products 

• Distance per trip = 500 miles with 0 miles of standard deviation 

• Quantity of products = 10 

• Product Demand = 100,000 lbs. with 0, 0.4 and 0.8 CV for each product 

Product CVs for a quarter are usually between 0.2 and 1. It is expected that greater standard 

deviations (explained by greater CVs) will result in worsened service levels for the same average 

demands and quantity of trucks. 
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Figure 13 Percentage of days demand is served for different product CVs 

 

As the CV for each product is higher, the impact of adding 1 truck affects the service level 

at a lower rate. If demand is discrete 8 trucks would result in 0% service level, while 9 trucks 

would result in 100%. With the same average demand, the scenario with 0.8 CV will need 4 more 

trucks (13) to deliver a service level of over 90%. 

  

Scenario comparison #2: compare effect of number of products 

• Distance per trip = 500 miles with 0 miles of standard deviation 

• Quantity of products = 10, 20 and 30 for each scenario 

• Product Demand = 1,000,000 lbs. total, the same demand per product with 0.4 CV. 

Plants deliver between 15 and 25 products. It is expected that for more products the service 

level would be affected negatively. 
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Figure 14 Percentage of days demand is served for different product quantities 

 

Although the quantity of products differs greatly, with all other variables kept constant, the 

impact in the service level is relatively low. For this scenario comparison, only one additional truck 

would be needed in order to keep the 90% service level for 30 products instead of 10. 

  

Scenario comparison #3: compare effect of standard deviation in distance per trip 

• Distance per trip = 500 miles with 0, 0.1 and 0.2 CV for each scenario 

• Quantity of products = 10 

• Product Demand = 100,000 lbs. per product with 0.4 CV. 

Average weekly distance is registered with low CVs between 0.05 and 0.2 if plants with low 

volume are ignored. As distance per trip has variability, it is expected that the offer is being 

reduced because there will weeks where the average distance travelled will be higher, affecting 

the trips per week a truck can perform. This will affect the service level negatively. 
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Figure 15 Percentage of days demand is served for different average distance CVs 

 

Distance variability has a clear impact on service level. Even with low CVs, a difference that 

might affect the overall service level when the variability of other parameters occurs can be noted. 

  

Scenario comparison #4: Total demand 

• Average distance 500 miles with 0 miles of standard deviation 

• Quantity of products = 10 

• Total demand of 1M lbs., 1.2M lbs. and 1.4M lbs., same demand for each product 

on each scenario with CV of 0.4: 

The expectation is that with more demand, the service level will be affected though more 

trucks are needed to fulfil the orders. 
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Figure 16 Percentage of days demand is served for different weekly average demands 

 

Effectively, increasing the demand directly affects the service level. Note that adding 

200,000 lbs. per week means on average 5 more truckloads needed to deliver. With 500 miles 

per trip, this means each truck can take 2.8 trips per week, hence it makes sense that 2 additional 

trucks are needed to obtain the desired service level. 

  

Scenario comparison #5: Product substitution 

• Average distance 500 miles with 0 miles of standard deviation 

• Quantity of products of 10, 13 and 16 for each scenario 

• Total demand of 1,000,000 lbs., with three different scenarios: 

• No substitution: all products with same demand (62.500 lbs) and CV (0.4) 

• 3 product substitution: 12 products with 62.500 lbs demand and 0.4 CV, 1 

product with 250.000 lbs and 0.2 CV 

• 6 product substitution: 9 products with 62.500 lbs demand and 0.4 CV, 1 

product with 437.500 lbs demand and 0.15 CV 

The expectation is that substituting products will result in better service levels. 
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Figure 17 Percentage of days demand is served for different product replacements 

 

Although an improvement in service level is noticed, it is not very significant. The model 

nevertheless suggests that improving overall CV will improve the service level. 
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Appendix C 
 

This section includes the detailed Baseline and Replaced results for Plant 10 that are reviewed in Section 4.2.2 and the complete 

tables of results that are analyzed in Section 4.3. 

 
Figure 18 Baseline detailed outputs results of first and second quarter for Plant 10 
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Figure 19 Baseline detailed outputs results of third and fourth quarter for Plant 10 
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Figure 20 Replaced detailed outputs results of first and second quarter for Plant 10 
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Figure 21 Replaced detailed outputs results of third and fourth quarter for Plant 10 
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Table 8 Number of trucks detailed results for all plants on the first quarter 

 

 

  

Plant Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

Average 
Distance Mean Standard 

Deviation
90% of 

the runs Mean Standard 
Deviation

90% of 
the runs

1 Baseline Q1 30 1,873,276    532          17.2 1.9 19.6 18.9 2.1 21.6
2 Baseline Q1 13 348,114       414          2.7 0.7 3.7 3.0 0.8 4.0
3 Baseline Q1 26 434,041       976          8.0 1.5 9.9 8.6 1.6 10.7
4 Baseline Q1 13 155,674       456          2.0 0.6 2.8 2.1 0.7 3.0
5 Baseline Q1 30 585,581       883          9.5 1.5 11.5 10.3 1.7 12.4
6 Baseline Q1 24 855,684       626          10.0 1.3 11.7 11.0 1.4 12.8
7 Baseline Q1 25 1,437,611    658          16.2 2.6 19.6 17.9 2.9 21.6
8 Baseline Q1 10 230,138       442          2.1 0.7 2.9 2.3 0.7 3.2
9 Baseline Q1 31 1,126,517    804          15.5 2.3 18.5 17.0 2.6 20.3
10 Baseline Q1 27 1,158,028    958          17.7 2.4 20.8 19.4 2.7 22.8
11 Baseline Q1 25 451,102       675          6.2 0.8 7.3 6.7 0.9 7.9

Baseline Q1 61 8,655,765  700         107.1 N/A 128.3 117.2 N/A 140.3
1 Replaced Q1 24 1,813,772    532          16.4 1.9 18.8 18.1 2.1 20.7
2 Replaced Q1 11 305,536       414          2.4 0.7 3.3 2.6 0.8 3.6
3 Replaced Q1 21 400,760       976          7.2 1.4 9.0 7.8 1.5 9.7
4 Replaced Q1 12 149,461       456          1.9 0.6 2.6 2.0 0.7 2.8
5 Replaced Q1 24 549,035       883          8.7 1.5 10.6 9.4 1.6 11.5
6 Replaced Q1 17 768,736       626          8.8 1.2 10.3 9.7 1.3 11.3
7 Replaced Q1 20 1,370,544    658          15.3 2.6 18.6 16.8 2.9 20.5
8 Replaced Q1 10 222,538       442          2.0 0.6 2.8 2.2 0.7 3.1
9 Replaced Q1 25 1,035,131    804          14.0 2.3 17.0 15.4 2.5 18.7
10 Replaced Q1 19 1,091,659    958          16.2 2.4 19.3 17.9 2.6 21.3
11 Replaced Q1 18 418,983       675          5.5 0.8 6.5 6.0 0.9 7.1

Replaced Q1 45 8,126,155  699         98.4 N/A 118.8 107.9 N/A 130.3

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand
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Table 9 Number of trucks detailed results for all plants on the second quarter 

 
  

Plant Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

 Average 
Distance Mean Standard 

Deviation
90% of 

the runs Mean Standard 
Deviation

90% of 
the runs

1 Baseline Q2 31 1,732,399    574          17.6 2.5 20.8 19.4 2.7 22.9
2 Baseline Q2 13 375,280       448          3.3 1.1 4.7 3.6 1.2 5.1
3 Baseline Q2 28 519,742       1,167       11.0 1.4 12.7 11.9 1.5 13.9
4 Baseline Q2 16 267,143       419          3.0 0.7 3.9 3.3 0.7 4.2
5 Baseline Q2 29 672,455       847          10.4 1.9 12.9 11.4 2.1 14.0
6 Baseline Q2 23 732,535       794          10.6 1.8 12.9 11.7 2.0 14.2
7 Baseline Q2 25 1,369,104    677          16.0 2.3 18.9 17.6 2.5 20.8
8 Baseline Q2 10 248,595       687          3.2 1.4 5.1 3.6 1.6 5.6
9 Baseline Q2 30 1,066,608    872          16.0 2.1 18.7 17.5 2.3 20.5
10 Baseline Q2 29 1,069,003    953          16.8 2.1 19.4 18.4 2.3 21.3
11 Baseline Q2 25 501,260       722          7.3 1.0 8.6 7.9 1.1 9.3

Baseline Q2 59 8,554,123  753         115.2 N/A 138.6 126.3 N/A 151.8
1 Replaced Q2 25 1,668,061    574          16.7 2.4 19.8 18.4 2.7 21.9
2 Replaced Q2 11 326,818       448          2.8 1.0 4.1 3.1 1.1 4.5
3 Replaced Q2 23 483,714       1,167       10.0 1.3 11.7 10.9 1.4 12.7
4 Replaced Q2 13 247,294       419          2.7 0.6 3.5 2.9 0.7 3.8
5 Replaced Q2 23 628,747       847          9.5 1.8 11.9 10.4 2.0 13.0
6 Replaced Q2 17 651,162       794          9.2 1.7 11.4 10.1 1.9 12.6
7 Replaced Q2 20 1,285,290    677          14.8 2.3 17.7 16.3 2.5 19.5
8 Replaced Q2 10 236,516       687          3.1 1.4 4.9 3.4 1.5 5.3
9 Replaced Q2 24 986,274       872          14.5 2.1 17.2 15.9 2.3 18.9
10 Replaced Q2 21 998,096       953          15.2 2.0 17.8 16.7 2.2 19.5
11 Replaced Q2 18 467,309       722          6.5 1.0 7.7 7.0 1.1 8.4

Replaced Q2 44 7,979,280  752         105.0 N/A 127.7 115.1 N/A 140.1

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand
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Table 10 Number of trucks detailed results for all plants on the third quarter 

 
  

Plant Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

 Average 
Distance Mean Standard 

Deviation
90% of 

the runs Mean Standard 
Deviation

90% of 
the runs

1 Baseline Q3 33 1,746,849    586          18.3 2.7 21.7 20.2 3.0 24.0
2 Baseline Q3 13 378,849       472          3.4 0.9 4.5 3.7 1.0 5.0
3 Baseline Q3 27 497,483       1,068       9.9 1.5 11.7 10.7 1.6 12.7
4 Baseline Q3 15 265,171       646          3.9 1.0 5.2 4.3 1.1 5.6
5 Baseline Q3 29 700,135       881          11.3 1.3 12.9 12.3 1.4 14.1
6 Baseline Q3 23 808,064       778          11.5 2.0 14.1 12.6 2.2 15.4
7 Baseline Q3 24 1,477,072    691          17.5 4.1 22.8 19.2 4.6 25.1
8 Baseline Q3 10 251,155       505          2.5 0.8 3.5 2.7 0.8 3.8
9 Baseline Q3 31 1,135,046    883          17.2 2.1 20.0 18.9 2.4 21.9
10 Baseline Q3 30 1,043,064    965          16.8 2.0 19.3 18.4 2.2 21.2
11 Baseline Q3 24 504,212       703          7.2 0.9 8.3 7.8 1.0 9.1

Baseline Q3 59 8,807,100  756         119.5 N/A 144.0 130.8 N/A 157.9
1 Replaced Q3 27 1,691,257    586          17.5 2.6 20.8 19.3 2.9 23.0
2 Replaced Q3 11 334,790       472          3.0 0.8 4.0 3.3 0.9 4.4
3 Replaced Q3 22 461,515       1,068       9.0 1.4 10.7 9.7 1.5 11.7
4 Replaced Q3 12 240,858       646          3.5 0.9 4.6 3.8 1.0 5.0
5 Replaced Q3 23 663,270       881          10.4 1.3 12.0 11.3 1.4 13.1
6 Replaced Q3 17 719,254       778          10.0 1.9 12.5 11.0 2.1 13.7
7 Replaced Q3 19 1,350,933    691          15.8 4.0 20.9 17.4 4.4 23.0
8 Replaced Q3 10 242,020       505          2.4 0.8 3.4 2.6 0.8 3.7
9 Replaced Q3 25 1,052,014    883          15.7 2.2 18.6 17.3 2.5 20.4
10 Replaced Q3 22 980,672       965          15.4 1.9 17.8 16.9 2.1 19.7
11 Replaced Q3 17 469,998       703          6.4 0.9 7.5 7.0 1.0 8.2

Replaced Q3 44 8,206,579  756         109.1 N/A 132.8 119.6 N/A 145.9

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand
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Table 11 Number of trucks detailed results for all plants on the fourth quarter 

 

Plant Scenario Quarter Products Average 
Demand

 Average 
Distance Mean Standard 

Deviation
90% of 

the runs Mean Standard 
Deviation

90% of 
the runs

1 Baseline Q4 33 2,062,120    564          20.3 3.0 24.1 22.4 3.3 26.6
2 Baseline Q4 13 437,421       493          3.9 1.1 5.3 4.3 1.2 5.8
3 Baseline Q4 27 529,942       1,051       10.1 1.9 12.5 10.9 2.1 13.6
4 Baseline Q4 13 237,772       489          2.7 0.8 3.7 3.0 0.8 4.0
5 Baseline Q4 29 768,664       866          11.7 1.9 14.1 12.8 2.1 15.5
6 Baseline Q4 23 899,794       712          11.5 2.0 14.0 12.6 2.2 15.4
7 Baseline Q4 25 1,506,608    651          17.0 2.8 20.6 18.7 3.1 22.7
8 Baseline Q4 11 281,274       400          2.4 0.9 3.6 2.6 1.0 3.9
9 Baseline Q4 30 1,177,226    864          17.3 3.0 21.1 19.0 3.3 23.2
10 Baseline Q4 28 1,264,384    1,017       20.7 7.6 30.4 22.8 8.3 33.4
11 Baseline Q4 24 571,440       683          7.7 1.2 9.3 8.4 1.4 10.1

Baseline Q4 59 9,736,646  734 125.3 N/A 158.7 137.5 N/A 174.2
1 Replaced Q4 27 1,999,764    564.2995 19.5 3.0 23.3 21.5 3.3 25.7
2 Replaced Q4 11 396,298       492.6734 3.5 1.0 4.8 3.9 1.1 5.3
3 Replaced Q4 22 495,409       1,051 9.2 1.8 11.5 10.0 2.0 12.6
4 Replaced Q4 12 226,881       488.954 2.6 0.7 3.5 2.8 0.8 3.8
5 Replaced Q4 23 734,048       866.0372 10.9 1.9 13.3 11.9 2.1 14.6
6 Replaced Q4 17 825,976       712.201 10.3 1.9 12.8 11.4 2.1 14.1
7 Replaced Q4 20 1,419,160    650.715 15.8 2.8 19.4 17.4 3.2 21.4
8 Replaced Q4 11 271,077       399.9744 2.3 0.9 3.5 2.5 1.0 3.8
9 Replaced Q4 25 1,084,436    863.8848 15.8 3.1 19.7 17.3 3.4 21.7
10 Replaced Q4 20 1,197,909    1016.969 19.1 7.2 28.2 21.0 7.9 31.1
11 Replaced Q4 17 534,787       682.8684 6.9 1.2 8.5 7.5 1.4 9.3

Replaced Q4 44 9,185,746  733 115.9 N/A 148.5 127.2 N/A 163.4

Serve 90% of demand Serve 100% of demand


